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• Control my communication style -

flexibility and assertiveness

• Influence others by being flexible and 

assertive in my communication

• Accept others may never respond in 

way I want despite my best efforts

3. Initial offer
• Explain why the change in practice is required using evidence

• Present variables in order of preference aiming for ‘wants’

• Outline what I had done to date to reach my initial proposal

• What my proposal offers pharmacy, nurses, wider Trust

• Proposed plan with timeline moving forward 

4. Manoeuvring
Low value variables removed from proposal, no questionnaire agreed with 

assistant director of nursing, Whiteabbey continues with CP agreed with patient 

services staff. Compromise on 4 monthly frequency as may not be achievable if 

significant work pressures.

5. Execute plan 
• Agreement reached from key stakeholders

• Draft SOP and paperwork prepared

• Individual training to staff involved – provided clear direction (written and 

verbal) and expectations

• Patience when they forget to do something

• Rewards and positive feedback throughout to motivate staff

Meeting with individual pharmacists conducting the CD audits

Perceptual positioning and emotional intelligence – how will they feel about this 

change in process and the fact that only Junior pharmacists will be involved? I 

need to act assertively and be aware of passive behaviours due to ‘limiting beliefs’.

Making assertive requests (AELA)

Ask: Decide whether to start with general chit chat (if yellow/green) or get to the 

point (red/blue).

Explain: Focus on results (red), detail (blue), personal involvement (yellow) and 

team benefits (green). 

Listen: Focus on tone and body language as well as what is said (Albert 

Mehrabian) Check for signs of passive behaviours such as being quiet or no eye 

contact.

Agree: Need to ensure gain agreement that they will complete the CD audit and 

feedback anything that needs to change to improve the process and make it more 

efficient(collaboration).

Competing
• Legislation

• Trust policy

• Trust standard operating 

procedures (SOPs)

Wants In between Needs

Clinical pharmacists (CPs) 

only do OSD ward CD 

audits

All CD audits done 4 

monthly

Dashboard 

Questionnaires to 

pharmacy/nursing staff 

before and after new 

process

Clinical pharmacists will 

continue CD audits in 

Whiteabbey hospital

Checks completed at 4 

months +/- 2 week intervals

Reduce number of CD

audits completed by CPs

Improvement in number of 

CD audits completed 4 

monthly

Implement change in 

paperwork/SOP

Ward CD stock lists 

prepared

Collaboration
• Learn from others’ experience

• Build working relationships

• Gain commitment

PRIME to improve my negotiation skills
1. Preparing to negotiate
‘Both concern for the substance of the negotiation and concern for the relationship 

appear to represent the most important behaviours a negotiator can employ’

Getting to Yes: Roger Fisher & William Ury

Meeting with project sponsor 

Recognising ‘limiting beliefs’ was a barrier to being assertive so planned to use 

NEAT to say ‘No’ assertively regarding what was ‘in scope’ and ‘out of scope’ for the 

project and to manage expectations.

BATNA – continue with inefficient process if no agreement reached

2. Rapport
Flex communication style, mirror body language and tone.

Meeting with Assistant Director of Nursing  (colours model)

Presented background, proposed changes and potential results briefly and to the point 

(red), related to her needs (yellow), benefits to the hospital team (green) and detailed 

project plan and timeline (blue). Her style was accommodating as I was helping her 

achieve her governance objectives. 

Meeting with the dispensary manager

Preparation using ‘perceptual positioning’ from the School of NLP to predict any 

potential conflict and be ready to deal with this using PRAM.

Flexible communication getting straight to point and being result-focused. Awareness 

that red become blue under pressure so made sure I had details available if required.h

Closure and review
• Determine if any outstanding risks

• Update documentation based on feedback for roll-out. 

• Training of new staff. 

• Thanking all who took part in the pilot 

• Feedback results to the wider team, project sponsor, nurse and 

pharmacy managers and the pharmacists who undertook the CD 

audits.

‘7 habits of Highly Effective People’  Dr Stephen Covey


